
STM8S007C8

Value line, 24 MHz STM8S 8-bit MCU, 64 Kbytes Flash, true data 
EEPROM, 10-bit ADC, timers, 2 UARTs, SPI, I²C

Datasheet - production data

Features

 Core
– Max fCPU: up to 24 MHz, 0 wait states @ 

fCPU 16 MHz
– Advanced STM8 core with Harvard 

architecture and 3-stage pipeline
– Extended instruction set
– Max 20 MIPS @ 24 MHz

 Memories
– Program: 64 Kbytes Flash; data retention 

20 years at 55 °C after 100 cycles
– Data: 128 bytes true data EEPROM; 

endurance 100 kcycles
– RAM: 6 Kbytes

 Clock, reset and supply management
– 2.95 to 5.5 V operating voltage

– Low power crystal resonator oscillator

– External clock input

– Internal, user-trimmable 16 MHz RC

– Internal low power 128 kHz RC 
– Clock security system with clock monitor
– Wait, active-halt, & halt low power modes
– Peripheral clocks switched off individually
– Permanently active, low consumption 

power-on and power-down reset

 Interrupt management
– Nested interrupt controller with 32 

interrupts
– Up to 37 external interrupts on 6 vectors

 Timers
– 2x 16-bit general purpose timers, with 2+3 

CAPCOM channels (IC, OC or PWM)
– Advanced control timer: 16-bit, 4 CAPCOM 

channels, 3 complementary outputs, dead-
time insertion and flexible synchronization

– 8-bit basic timer with 8-bit prescaler 
– Auto wakeup timer
– Window watchdog, independent watchdog 

 Communications interfaces 
– UART with clock output for synchronous 

operation - LIN master mode
– UART with LIN 2.1 compliant, master/slave 

modes and automatic resynchronization 
– SPI interface up to 10 Mbit/s
– I2C interface up to 400 Kbit/s

 10-bit ADC with up to 16 channels

 I/Os
– 38 I/Os including 16 high sink outputs
– Highly robust I/O design, immune against 

current injection
– Development support
– Single wire interface module (SWIM) and 

debug module (DM)

LQFP48
7 x 7mm

http://www.st.com
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9.2 Absolute maximum ratings

Stresses above those listed as ‘absolute maximum ratings’ may cause permanent damage 
to the device. This is a stress rating only and functional operation of the device under these 
conditions is not implied. Exposure to maximum rating conditions for extended periods may 
affect device reliability.

           

Table 13. Voltage characteristics

Symbol Ratings Min Max Unit

VDDx - VSS Supply voltage (including VDDA and VDDIO)(1)

1. All power (VDD, VDDIO, VDDA) and ground (VSS, VSSIO, VSSA) pins must always be connected to the 
external power supply

-0.3 6.5

V
VIN

Input voltage on true open drain pins (PE1, PE2)(2)

2. IINJ(PIN) must never be exceeded. This is implicitly insured if VIN maximum is respected. If VIN maximum 
cannot be respected, the injection current must be limited externally to the IINJ(PIN) value. A positive 
injection is induced by VIN>VDD while a negative injection is induced by VIN<VSS. For true open-drain pads, 
there is no positive injection current, and the corresponding VIN maximum must always be respected

VSS - 0.3 6.5

Input voltage on any other pin(2) VSS - 0.3 VDD + 0.3

|VDDx - VDD| Variations between different power pins - 50
mV

|VSSx - VSS| Variations between all the different ground pins - 50

VESD Electrostatic discharge voltage -
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Table 14. Current characteristics

Symbol Ratings  Max.(1)

1. Data based on characterization results, not tested in production.

Unit

IVDD Total current into VDD power lines (source)(2)

2. All power (VDD, VDDIO, VDDA) and ground (VSS, VSSIO, VSSA) pins must always be connected to the 
external supply. 

60

mA

IVSS Total current out of VSS ground lines (sink)(2) 60

IIO
Output current sunk by any I/O and control pin 20

Output current source by any I/Os and control pin 20

IIO

Total output current sourced (sum of all I/O and control pins) 
for devices with two VDDIO pins(3)

3. I/O pins used simultaneously for high current source/sink must be uniformly spaced around the package 
between the VDDIO/VSSIO pins.

200

Total output current sourced (sum of all I/O and control pins) 
for devices with one VDDIO pin(3) 100

Total output current sunk (sum of all I/O and control pins) for 
devices with two VSSIO pins(3) 160

Total output current sunk (sum of all I/O and control pins) for 
devices with one VSSIO pin(3) 80

IINJ(PIN)
(4)(5)

4. IINJ(PIN) must never be exceeded. This is implicitly insured if VIN maximum is respected. If VIN maximum 
cannot be respected, the injection current must be limited externally to the IINJ(PIN) value. A positive 
injection is induced by VIN>VDD while a negative injection is induced by VIN<VSS. For true open-drain pads, 
there is no positive injection current, and the corresponding VIN maximum must always be respected

Injected current on NRST pin ±4

Injected current on OSCIN pin ±4

Injected current on any other pin(6) ±4

IINJ(PIN)
(4) Total injected current (sum of all I/O and control pins)(6) ±20

Table 15. Thermal characteristics

Symbol Ratings  Value Unit

TSTG Storage temperature range -65 to 150
°C

TJ Maximum junction temperature 150
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9.3 Operating conditions

          

Table 16. General operating conditions

Symbol Parameter  Conditions Min Max Unit

fCPU Internal CPU clock frequency 
- 0 24

MHz
- 0 16

VDD/VDD_IO Standard operating voltage - 2.95 5.5 V

VCAP
(1)

1. Care should be taken when selecting the capacitor, due to its tolerance, as well as the parameter 
dependency on temperature, DC bias and frequency in addition to other factors. The parameter 
specifications must be respected for the full application range.

CEXT: capacitance of external 
capacitor

- 470 3300 nF

ESR of external capacitor
At 1 MHz(2)

2. This frequency of 1 MHz as a condition for VCAP parameters is given by the design of the internal regulator.

- 0.3 ohm

ESL of external capacitor - 15 nH

PD
(3) Power dissipation at 

TA = 85° C for suffix 6

48-pin devices, with output 
on eight standard ports, two 
high sink ports and two open 
drain ports simultaneously(4)

- 443 mW

TA
Ambient temperature for 6 
suffix version

Maximum power dissipation -40 85
°C

TJ Junction temperature range - -40 105
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Table 18. Total current consumption with code execution in run mode at VDD = 5 V 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Typ Max Unit

IDD(RUN)

Supply 
current in 
run mode, 
code 
executed 
from RAM

 fCPU = fMASTER = 24 MHz
HSE crystal osc. (24 MHz) 4.4 -

mA

HSE user ext. clock (24 MHz) 3.7 7.3(1)

 fCPU = fMASTER = 16 MHz

HSE crystal osc. (16 MHz) 3.3 -

HSE user ext. clock (16 MHz) 2.7 5.8

HSI RC osc. (16 MHz) 2.5 3.4

 fCPU = fMASTER/128 = 125 kHz
HSE user ext. clock (16 MHz) 1.2 4.1(1)

HSI RC osc. (16 MHz) 1.0 1.3(1)

 fCPU = fMASTER/128 = 
15.625 kHz

HSI RC osc. (16 MHz/8) 0.55 -

 fCPU = fMASTER = 128 kHz LSI RC osc. (128 kHz) 0.45 -

Supply 
current in 
run mode, 
code 
executed 
from Flash

 fCPU = fMASTER = 24 MHz
HSE crystal osc. (24 MHz) 11.4 -

HSE user ext. clock (24 MHz) 10.8 18(1)

 fCPU = fMASTER = 16 MHz

HSE crystal osc. (16 MHz) 9.0 -

HSE user ext. clock (16 MHz) 8.2 15.2(1)

HSI RC osc.(16 MHz) 8.1 13.2(1)

 fCPU = fMASTER = 2 MHz HSI RC osc. (16 MHz/8)(2) 1.5 -

 fCPU = fMASTER/128 = 125 kHz HSI RC osc. (16 MHz) 1.1 -

 fCPU = fMASTER/128 = 
15.625 kHz

HSI RC osc. (16 MHz/8) 0.6 -

 fCPU = fMASTER = 128 kHz LSI RC osc. (128 kHz) 0.55 -

1. Data based on characterization results, not tested in production.

2. Default clock configuration measured with all peripherals off.
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Table 19. Total current consumption with code execution in run mode at VDD = 3.3 V 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Typ Max(1) Unit

IDD(RUN)

Supply 
current in 
run mode, 
code 
executed 
from RAM

 fCPU = fMASTER = 24 MHz
HSE crystal osc. (24 MHz) 4.0 -

mA

HSE user ext. clock (24 MHz) 3.7 7.3

 fCPU = fMASTER = 16 MHz

HSE crystal osc. (16 MHz) 2.9 -

HSE user ext. clock (16 MHz) 2.7 5.8

HSI RC osc. (16 MHz) 2.5 3.4

 fCPU = fMASTER/128 = 125 kHz
HSE user ext. clock (16 MHz) 1.2 4.1

HSI RC osc. (16 MHz) 1.0 1.3

 fCPU = fMASTER/128 = 
15.625 kHz

HSI RC osc. (16MHz/8) 0.55 -

 fCPU = fMASTER = 128 kHz LSI RC osc. (128 kHz) 0.45 -

Supply 
current in 
run mode, 
code 
executed 
from Flash

 fCPU = fMASTER = 24 MHz
HSE crystal osc. (24 MHz) 11.0 -

HSE user ext. clock (24 MHz) 10.8 18.0

 fCPU = fMASTER = 16 MHz

HSE crystal osc. (16 MHz) 8.4 -

HSE user ext. clock (16 MHz) 8.2 15.2

HSI RC osc. (16 MHz) 8.1 13.2

 fCPU = fMASTER = 2 MHz HSI RC osc. (16 MHz/8)(2) 1.5 -

 fCPU = fMASTER/128 = 125 kHz HSI RC osc. (16 MHz) 1.1 -

 fCPU = fMASTER/128 = 
15.625 kHz

HSI RC osc. (16 MHz/8) 0.6 -

 fCPU = fMASTER = 128 kHz LSI RC osc. (128 kHz) 0.55 -

1. Data based on characterization results, not tested in production.

2. Default clock configuration.
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Total current consumption in wait mode

          

          

Table 20. Total current consumption in wait mode at VDD = 5 V 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Typ Max(1) Unit

IDD(WFI)

Supply 
current in 
wait mode

 fCPU = fMASTER = 24 MHz
HSE crystal osc. (24 MHz) 2.4 -

mA

HSE user ext. clock (24 MHz) 1.8 4.7

 fCPU = fMASTER = 16 MHz

HSE crystal osc. (16 MHz) 2.0 -

HSE user ext. clock (16 MHz) 1.4 4.4

HSI RC osc. (16 MHz) 1.2 1.6

 fCPU = fMASTER/128 = 125 kHz HSI RC osc. (16 MHz) 1.0 -

 fCPU = fMASTER/128 = 
15.625 kHz

HSI RC osc. (16 MHz/8)(2) 0.55 -

 fCPU = fMASTER = 128 kHz LSI RC osc. (128 kHz) 0.5 -

1. Data based on characterization results, not tested in production.

2. Default clock configuration measured with all peripherals off.

Table 21. Total current consumption in wait mode at VDD = 3.3 V 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Typ Max(1) Unit

IDD(WFI)

Supply 
current in 
wait mode

 fCPU = fMASTER = 24 MHz
HSE crystal osc. (24 MHz) 2.0 -

mA

HSE user ext. clock (24 MHz) 1.8 4.7

 fCPU = fMASTER = 16 MHz

HSE crystal osc. (16 MHz) 1.6 -

HSE user ext. clock (16 MHz) 1.4 4.4

HSI RC osc. (16 MHz) 1.2 1.6

 fCPU = fMASTER/128 = 125 kHz HSI RC osc. (16 MHz) 1.0 -

 fCPU = fMASTER/128 = 
15.625 kHz

HSI RC osc. (16 MHz/8)(2) 0.55 -

 fCPU = fMASTER/128 = 
15.625 kHz

LSI RC osc. (128 kHz) 0.5 -

1. Data based on characterization results, not tested in production.

2. Default clock configuration measured with all peripherals off.
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Total current consumption in active halt mode

          

          

Table 22. Total current consumption in active halt mode at VDD = 5 V, TA -40 to 85° C 

Symbol Parameter

Conditions

Typ Max(1) UnitMain voltage 
regulator 
(MVR)(2)

Flash mode(3) Clock source

IDD(AH)
Supply current in 
active halt mode 

On

Operating mode

HSE crystal oscillator 
(16 MHz)

1000 -

µA

LSI RC oscillator 
(128 kHz)

200 260

Power-down mode

HSE crystal oscillator 
(16 MHz)

940 -

LSI RC oscillator 
(128 kHz)

140 -

Off
Operating mode LSI RC oscillator 

(128 kHz)

68 -

Power-down mode 11 45

1. Data based on characterization results, not tested in production.

2. Configured by the REGAH bit in the CLK_ICKR register.

3. Configured by the AHALT bit in the FLASH_CR1 register.

Table 23. Total current consumption in active halt mode at VDD = 3.3 V 

Symbol Parameter

Conditions

Typ(1) UnitMain voltage 
regulator 
(MVR)(2)

Flash mode(3) Clock source

IDD(AH)
Supply current in 
active halt mode 

On

Operating mode
HSE crystal osc. (16 MHz) 600

µA

LSI RC osc. (128 kHz) 200

Power-down mode
HSE crystal osc. (16 MHz) 540

LSI RC osc. (128 kHz) 140

Off
Operating mode

LSI RC osc. (128 kHz)
66

Power-down mode 9

1. Data based on characterization results, not tested in production.

2. Configured by the REGAH bit in the CLK_ICKR register.

3. Configured by the AHALT bit in the FLASH_CR1 register.
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Total current consumption in halt mode

          

          

Low-power mode wakeup times

          

Table 24. Total current consumption in halt mode at VDD = 5 V, TA -40 to 85° C 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Typ Max Unit

IDD(H) Supply current in halt mode 

Flash in operating mode, HSI 
clock after wakeup

63.5 -

µA
Flash in power-down mode, HSI 
clock after wakeup

6.5 35

Table 25. Total current consumption in halt mode at VDD = 3.3 V 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Typ Unit

IDD(H) Supply current in halt mode 

Flash in operating mode, HSI clock after 
wakeup

61.5

µA
Flash in power-down mode, HSI clock after 
wakeup

4.5

Table 26. Wakeup times 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Typ Max(1) Unit

tWU(WFI)
Wakeup time from wait 
mode to run mode(3)

- - (2)

µs

fCPU = fMASTER = 16 MHz. 0.56 -

tWU(AH)
Wakeup time active halt 
mode to run mode.(3) 

MVR voltage 
regulator on(4)

Flash in operating 
mode(5)

HSI (after 
wakeup)

1(6) 2(6)

Flash in power-down 
mode(5) 3(6) -

MVR voltage 
regulator off(4)

Flash in operating 
mode(5) 48(6) -

Flash in power-down 
mode(5) 50(6) -

tWU(H)
Wakeup time from halt 
mode to run mode(3)

Flash in operating mode(5) 52 -

Flash in power-down mode(5) 54 -

1. Data guaranteed by design, not tested in production.

2. tWU(WFI) = 2 x 1/fmaster + 7 x 1/fCPU

3. Measured from interrupt event to interrupt vector fetch.

4. Configured by the REGAH bit in the CLK_ICKR register.

5. Configured by the AHALT bit in the FLASH_CR1 register.

6. Plus 1 LSI clock depending on synchronization.
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Total current consumption and timing in forced reset state

          

Current consumption of on-chip peripherals

Subject to general operating conditions for VDD and TA. 

HSI internal RC/fCPU = fMASTER = 16 MHz.

          

Table 27. Total current consumption and timing in forced reset state 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Typ Max(1) Unit

IDD(R) Supply current in reset state 
VDD = 5 V 1.6 -

mA
VDD = 3.3 V 0.8 -

tRESETBL
Reset release to bootloader vector 
fetch 

- - 150 µs

1. Data guaranteed by design, not tested in production.

Table 28. Peripheral current consumption 

Symbol Parameter Typ. Unit

IDD(TIM1) TIM1 supply current (1)

1. Data based on a differential IDD measurement between reset configuration and timer counter running at 
16 MHz. No IC/OC programmed (no I/O pads toggling). Not tested in production.

220

µA

IDD(TIM2) TIM2 supply current (1) 120

IDD(TIM3) TIM3 timer supply current (1) 100

IDD(TIM4) TIM4 timer supply current (1) 25

IDD(UART1) UART1 supply current (2)

2. Data based on a differential IDD measurement between the on-chip peripheral when kept under reset and 
not clocked and the on-chip peripheral when clocked and not kept under reset. No I/O pads toggling. Not 
tested in production.

90

IDD(UART3) UART3 supply current (2) 110

IDD(SPI) SPI supply current (2) 40

IDD(I2C) I2C supply current (2) 50

IDD(ADC2) ADC2 supply current when converting (3)

3. Data based on a differential IDD measurement between reset configuration and continuous A/D 
conversions. Not tested in production.

1000
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9.3.3 External clock sources and timing characteristics

HSE user external clock

Subject to general operating conditions for VDD and TA.

          

Figure 12. HSE external clock source

HSE crystal/ceramic resonator oscillator

The HSE clock can be supplied with a 1 to 24 MHz crystal/ceramic resonator oscillator. All 
the information given in this paragraph is based on characterization results with specified 
typical external components. In the application, the resonator and the load capacitors have 
to be placed as close as possible to the oscillator pins in order to minimize output distortion 
and start-up stabilization time. Refer to the crystal resonator manufacturer for more details 
(frequency, package, accuracy...).

Table 29. HSE user external clock characteristics

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Unit

fHSE_ext
User external clock source 
frequency

-

0 - 24 MHz

VHSEH
(1)

1. Data based on characterization results, not tested in production.

OSCIN input pin high level 
voltage

0.7 x VDD - VDD + 0.3 V

V

VHSEL
(1) OSCIN input pin low level 

voltage
VSS - 0.3 x VDD

ILEAK_HSE
OSCIN input leakage 
current

VSS < VIN < VDD -1 - 1 µA

OSCIN

fHSE
External clock

STM8

source

VHSEL

VHSEH
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Figure 13. HSE oscillator circuit diagram

HSE oscillator critical gm formula

Rm: Notional resistance (see crystal specification) 
Lm: Notional inductance (see crystal specification)
Cm: Notional capacitance (see crystal specification)
Co: Shunt capacitance (see crystal specification)
CL1=CL2=C: Grounded external capacitance
gm >> gmcrit

Table 30. HSE oscillator characteristics 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Unit

fHSE
External high speed oscillator 
frequency

- 1 - 24 MHz

RF Feedback resistor - - 220 - k 

C(1) Recommended load capacitance (2) - - - 20 pF

IDD(HSE) HSE oscillator power consumption

C = 20 pF,
fOSC = 24 MHz

- -
6 (startup)

2 (stabilized)(3)

mA
C = 10 pF,

fOSC = 24 MHz
- -

6 (startup) 
1.5 (stabilized)(3)

gm Oscillator transconductance - 5 - - mA/V

tSU(HSE)
(4) Startup time  VDD is stabilized - 1 - ms

1. C is approximately equivalent to 2 x crystal Cload.

2. The oscillator selection can be optimized in terms of supply current using a high quality resonator with small Rm value. 
Refer to crystal manufacturer for more details

3. Data based on characterization results, not tested in production.

4.  tSU(HSE) is the start-up time measured from the moment it is enabled (by software) to a stabilized 24 MHz oscillation is 
reached. This value is measured for a standard crystal resonator and it can vary significantly with the crystal manufacturer.

OSCOUT

OSCIN

fHSE to core

CL1

CL2

RF

STM8

Resonator

Consumption 

control

gm

Rm

Cm

Lm
CO

Resonator

gmcrit 2  fHSE 2 Rm 2Co C+ 2=
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9.3.5 Memory characteristics

RAM and hardware registers

           

Flash program memory/data EEPROM memory 

General conditions: TA = -40 to 85 °C.

          

Table 33. RAM and hardware registers 

Symbol Parameter  Conditions Min Unit

VRM Data retention mode(1)

1. Minimum supply voltage without losing data stored in RAM (in halt mode or under reset) or in hardware 
registers (only in halt mode). Guaranteed by design, not tested in production. 

Halt mode (or reset) VIT-max
(2) V

Table 34. Flash program memory/data EEPROM memory 

Symbol Parameter  Conditions Min(1)

1. Data based on characterization results, not tested in production.

Typ Max Unit

VDD
Operating voltage 
(all modes, execution/write/erase)

fCPU   16 MHz 2.95 - 5.5 V

tprog

Standard programming time (including 
erase) for byte/word/block 
(1 byte/4 bytes/128 bytes) 

- - 6.0 6.6 ms

Fast programming time for 1 block 
(128 bytes)

- - 3.0 3.3 ms

terase Erase time for 1 block (128 bytes) - - 3.0 3.3 ms

NRW

Erase/write cycles(2) 

(program memory)

2. The physical granularity of the memory is 4 bytes, so cycling is performed on 4 bytes even when a 
write/erase operation addresses a single byte.

TA 85 °C

100 - -

cycles
Erase/write cycles(2)
(data memory)

100 k - -

tRET

Data retention (program memory) 
after 100 erase/write cycles at 
TA 85 °C TRET = 55° C

20 - -

yearsData retention (data memory) after 
10 k erase/write cycles at TA 85 °C

20 - -

Data retention (data memory) after 
100 k erase/write cycles at TA 85 °C

TRET = 85° C 1.0 - -

IDD
Supply current (Flash programming or 
erasing for 1 to 128 bytes)

- - 2.0 - mA
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9.3.6 I/O port pin characteristics

General characteristics

Subject to general operating conditions for VDD and TA unless otherwise specified. All 
unused pins must be kept at a fixed voltage: using the output mode of the I/O for example or 
an external pull-up or pull-down resistor. 

          

Table 35. I/O static characteristics 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Unit

VIL
Input low level 
voltage

VDD = 5 V

-0.3 - 0.3 x VDD V

VIH
Input high level 
voltage

0.7 x VDD - VDD + 0.3 V V

Vhys Hysteresis(1) - 700 - mV

Rpu Pull-up resistor VDD = 5 V, VIN = VSS 30 55 80 k

tR, tF
Rise and fall time
(10% - 90%)

Fast I/Os
Load = 50 pF

- - 20(2) ns

Standard and high sink I/Os
Load = 50 pF

- - 125(2) ns

Ilkg

Input leakage 
current,
analog and digital

VSS    VIN VDD - - ±1 µA

Ilkg ana
Analog input 
leakage current

VSS VIN VDD - - ±250 (3) nA

Ilkg(inj)
Leakage current in 
adjacent I/O

Injection current ±4 mA - - ±1(3) µA

1. Hysteresis voltage between Schmitt trigger switching levels. Based on characterization results, not tested in production.

2. Data guaranteed by design, not tested in production.

3. Data based on characterization results, not tested in production.
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